ERGONOMIC
SEAT
University of Missouri
Is Now the Time to Replace That Ratty, Torn, Worn-out Seat?
Do you care about your back? WE DO!
Stop for a minute and consider just how long you do spend sitting in your tractor and combine each year. Lack of good lumbar
support can cause unnecessary and painful backache that could lead to many other problems if left unchecked.
Quality seats can help alleviate pressures and vibrations that impede blood circulation, and cause muscle fatigue. So, if you don't
think your back is worth the investment, contact the Missouri AgrAbility Project at 1-800-995-8503. We think we can convince you
otherwise.
Which Seat Would You Rather Sit On?
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This cushion is worn
to the metal. But the
seat belt is still intact.

John Deere 6200 ergonomic seat:
vacuum sealed vinyl cushion,
armrests pivot vertically,
backrest adjusts for support and
positioning, fore and aft, seat
belt retracts and adjustable
weight gauge.

How Comfortable Does This Heavily Worn Seat With One Armrest Look To You?
CX90 ergonomic seat: airlift, retractable seat
belt, armrests pivot vertically, armrest height
adjustment, weight gauge adjustment and high
quality fabric. Wrap around backrest, fore and
aft adjustment, vinyl covering and weight
adjustment knob. Vacuum sealed vinyl cushion,
armrests pivot vertically, fore and aft
adjustment, and retractable seat belt.

One economical way to modify a seat.
How many hours could you spend in this seat?

Human Factors (ergonomics) is a body of knowledge about the human abilities, human limitations, and other human characteristics that are
relevant to design. Human Factors engineering (ergonomics implementation) is that application of human factors information to the design of
tools, machines, systems, tasks, jobs, and environments for safe, comfortable, and effective use.

